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The Streamline E-Commerce module is a powerful and robust application that seamlessly delivers data between Visual 
Streamline and the Visual Streamline client’s website.  It is available as a separate module that will bring many added 
benefits to the existing Streamline application.  Streamline E-Commerce is explained in detail in the White Paper for 
Streamline E-Commerce. 
 
This white paper is intended to address the means and methods of handling submissions that are automatically or 
manually held in E-Commerce pending further processing. 
 
Orders and quotes are typically submitted immediately from E-Commerce for processing in Visual Streamline.  However, 
some customers and their web users may have different needs as follows: 
� they may wish to build an order over the month and submit at the beginning or end of each month; 
� they may wish to limit their orders to a monthly budget; 
� they may wish to limit their orders to items under contract pricing. 
� they may wish to limit their orders to specific product lists; 
Each of these options requires the ability, within E-Commerce, to hold submissions, either automatically or optionally, for 
processing at a later date.  Depending on sub-modules purchased and web user credentials, orders or quotes may be 
automatically held if they create an over-budget condition, contain items that are not under contract pricing or contain 
items that are outside of product list. 
 
All of these features are designed to allow the Streamline user to cater to their customers’ needs.  It provides the 
Streamline user with rule setting tools to allow their customer to police their own employees’ web ordering.  Trying to 
adhere to a customers’ web ordering constraints within Visual Streamline places an unnecessary administrative burden on 
the Streamline customer. 

General Overview 
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There are several E-Commerce sub-modules (available for purchase) that will allow and/or cause quotes and orders to be 
held in E-Commerce for processing at a later date. 
 
The applicable sub-modules are as follows:  
BUD Budgets; 

Some distributors’ customers want to set monthly 
budgets by customer shipto address to which their 
web users’ orders will be restricted.  This module 
allows budgets to be maintained in Visual 
Streamline and any orders exceeding that budget to 
be held in E-Commerce pending authorization from 
a web user that has been designated as a 
supervisor or maintenance from the originating web 
user. 
NOTE: The budget month against which orders are 
compared is the month in which the goods will be 
shipped. 

COI Contract Items; 
Some distributors’ customers may want to restrict 
their web orders to only items that are subject to 
contract pricing.  This module allows web users to 
be restricted in this way via a flag in Visual 
Streamline’s Web User Account tables.  Orders 
outside of contracts will be held in E-Commerce 
pending authorization from a web user that has been designated as a supervisor or subsequent maintenance 
from the originating web user. 

FAL Favourites Lists; 
This module allows distributors to create product lists and link them to their customers.  Access can be given to 
the web users to create their own unique product lists.  The Products page in E-Commerce can be filtered to 
display only items on lists and web users can be optionally restricted to buying only items on these lists.  Orders 
outside of these lists will be held in E-Commerce pending authorization from a web user that has been designated 
as a supervisor or subsequent maintenance from the originating web user. 

HOF Hold for Future; 
This module adds another option to the E-Commerce Checkout Page. Rather than submit the shopping cart as a 
quote or an order, the web user can opt to ‘Hold for Future’ the items currently in the shopping cart.  This will hold 
the items in E-Commerce where they can be accessed from the Submissions page for submission as a quote or 
an order at a future date.  This effectively gives the web user multiple shopping carts.  Currently, held-for-future 
orders store an expiry date 30 days after the entry date that changes the status from Entered to Expired on the 
proper date, but has NO effect on the ability to further process or delete these orders. 

Visual Streamline Requirements ........................................................ Sub-Modules 
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Web users can submit their shopping cart as a quote or as an order. 
However, in either case, if the web user is constrained by a budget, restricted to contract items or items on a products list, 
then any attempt to checkout with items that are outside of the web user’s restrictions will result in that submission 
potentially being held in E-Commerce. 
 
The web user has options both before and after a submission is held in E-Commerce: 
� before it is held, 

� web users are presented an option to return to the checkout page or hold the submission; 
� by returning to the checkout page, web users can clear the shopping cart to start again or continue shopping, 

remove the offending item(s), and then checkout again; 
� subsequent checkouts are still subject to the current restrictions; 
� by holding the submission, it is moved to the Submissions page. 

� once it is held, 
� the held submissions are accessible on the Submissions page; 
� by accessing the details of the held submission, they have a Process and a Delete option; 
� the Delete option will remove the submission entirely; 
� the Process option will put all the items in the shopping cart, so that the user can add, replace or remove items, 

and then checkout again; 
� the Process options will also lock that submission to prevent simultaneous processing by the web supervisor; 
� these checkouts are still subject to the current restrictions; 
� only one held submission can be processed at a time. 

 
Each time that the web user opts to hold the submission, their supervisor will be advised of that held submission, and they 
too will be able to access that held submission from their own Submissions page. 
The web supervisor has the same options as the web user from the Submissions page: 

� by accessing the details of the held submission, they have a Process and a Delete option; 
� the Delete option will remove the submission entirely; 
� the Process option will put all the items in the shopping cart, so that the supervisor can add, replace or remove 

items, and then checkout again; 
� the Process options will also lock that submission to prevent simultaneous processing by the originating web user 

or another  web supervisor; 
� these checkouts are still subject to the current restrictions; 
� only one held submission can be processed at a time. 

The web supervisor has one extra option at checkout.  If the submission is still outside of restrictions, the supervisor will 
be presented an option to Force Submit, in addition to holding the submission or returning to the checkout page.  In the 
case of multiple failed restrictions, the supervisor will be required to Force Submit multiple times. 
At this point the forced submission will flow through Visual Streamline as a normal submission from the original web user. 
 
The hierarchal order in which submissions are checked for hold conditions are as follows: 
� over-budget; 
� items outside of contract; 
� items outside of product lists. 
In the cases where multiple hold conditions may apply, the web user will only be aware of the first condition, whereas, the 
web supervisor will be made aware of each condition in the hierarchal order presented above. 

The Hold Process 
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For the remainder of this document, it will be assumed that all of the sub-modules discussed on the previous page have 
been purchased. 
It will be further assumed that the user has an understanding of how to set up contract pricing, product lists, user-defined 
budgets, customer G/L codes, … 
 
Products 
 
Much test data is required for this document: customers; products; contracts; budgets; favourites lists; web users, …. The 
following products were set up for demonstrating the functionality of held submissions: 
� HS-ITEM-01  (as shown in the screenshot below); 
� HS-ITEM-02; 
� …; 
� HS-ITEM-10. 
 
 

 

Over-Budget Holds ............................................................... Visual Streamline Side 
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Customer G/L Codes 
 
The following customer G/L codes were linked to customer SMW: 
� HS-1 (ODD Held Submission Products) (as shown in the screenshot below); 
� HS-2 (EVEN Held Submission Products). 
These customer G/L codes are going to form a key component of the user-defined budget (Customer , Shipto and G/L 
Code) under which web users are going to be constrained. 
 
 
 

Over-Budget Holds ............................................................... Visual Streamline Side 
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User-Defined Budgets 
 
A user-defined budget HS-BDGT was set up with budget components of Customer, ShipTo and G/L Code. 
Budgets were then set up for customer SMW, for various shipto IDs, for the G/L codes, for the current fiscal year  (as 
shown in the screenshot below). 
Budgets were set up for the odd items HS-ITEM-01, HS-ITEM-03, …, HS-ITEM-09. 
And, budgets were set up for the even items HS-ITEM-02, HS-ITEM-04, … HS-ITEM-10. 
 
 

Over-Budget Holds ............................................................... Visual Streamline Side 
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Web User Accounts 
 
A web user STEVE linked to customer SMW (as shown in the screenshot below) was set up restricted to the following: 
� a monthly budget; 
� a pre-determined product list; 
� items to which contract pricing applies. 
 
 

Over-Budget Holds ............................................................... Visual Streamline Side 

If a web user’s quotes or orders are 
to be restricted to items under 
contract pricing or items from pre-
determined product lists, one of both 
of the checkboxes shown on the right 
must be on. 

If a web user’s quotes or orders are to be constrained by a budget, then the 
user must have access to the Budgets functionality and must be linked to a 
valid budget code with associated budget figures. 
 
NOTE: for purposes of this document we have used a budget code comprised 
of the following components: Customer, Shipto, Customer G/L Code and a 
budgeted figure of sales dollars. 
There is no restriction on the budgeted figure within e-commerce (it could be 
sales dollars, cost, margin or units). 
There is, however, a restriction on the budget components in that the first two 
components must be Customer and Shipto. 

If a web user’s quotes or orders are 
to be held, either automatically or 
manually, in E-Commerce, the user 
must be allowed to enter quotes or 
orders. 
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Products Page 
 
The pages that follow demonstrate the process under which a submission may be held due to an over-budget condition. 
 
The screenshot below shows the shopping cart filled with products that will create an over-budget condition, just prior to 
proceeding to the checkout page. 
 
NOTE: The budget month against which orders are compared is the month in which the goods will be shipped. 
 

Over-Budget Holds ....................................................................... E-commerce Side 

The shopping cart has been 
filled with quantities of even 
and odd numbered HS-
ITEM.products, such that 
the monthly budget of both 
categories is exceeded. 

The Checkout button is going to be 
pressed in order to advance to the 
next page. 

For the current ShipTo ID, the 
current monthly budget is $1500 
for even numbered HS-ITEM 
products, and $1000 for odd 
numbered HS-ITEM products. 
(see User-Defined Budgets 
earlier in this section of the 
document) 

Web user STEVE (see Web User Accounts on the 
previous page ) has logged into E-Commerce. 
This web user is constrained by monthly budgets, 
restricted to contract items and to product lists. 
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Checkout Page 
 
The screenshot below shows the Checkout page after the user has chosen to either Submit Quote or Submit Order. 
 
 
 

Over-Budget Holds ....................................................................... E-commerce Side 

The user will be presented with an Action Required dialog as shown here. 
They may opt to Return to Checkout which will close the dialog and re-
activate the Checkout page so that the web user may choose an alternate 
action (Hold for Future, Continue Shopping or Clear Shopping Cart. 
 
Pressing the Hold button will do the following: 
� if this order or quote was NOT initiated by processing a previously held 

submission (ie. a new order, a new quote or a reorder), then a new 
held submission will be created within E-Commerce; 

� if this order or quote was initiated by processing a previously held 
submission,  then the held submission will be updated with any 
changes within E-Commerce; 

� the user will then be returned to the page from which the order or 
quote initiated (either the Products or the Submissions page) with any 
filter settings preserved. 

The user has chosen to submit the shopping cart 
that contains items that will create an over-budget 
condition. 
It doesn’t matter whether they select Submit Quote 
or Submit Order. 
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Submissions Page 
 
The screenshot below shows the held submission that was created after the user chose the Hold option from the Action 
Required dialog on the Checkout page. 
 
 
 

Over-Budget Holds ....................................................................... E-commerce Side 

This is the over-budget held submission (shown here 
after the Show Details chevron has been pressed). 
E-Commerce automatically assigns a web number 
(987 in this example) to the held submission. 
The information displayed here is determined by the 
web user’s page display settings for Held 
Submissions (Header) and Held Submissions (Detail). 

In order to view the held submissions, the Show Type 
filter must be set to Held Submissions. 
 
As with all other Show Type filter settings, the Held 
Submissions settings will honour the current ShipTo ID. 

Held submissions have a Process and a Delete option that behave as 
follows: 
� the Delete option will remove the submission entirely; 
� the Process option will put all the originally submitted items and 

quantities in the shopping cart, launch the Products page, with 
the Show Products filter set to Shopping Cart, so that the user 
can add, replace or remove items, and then checkout again 
subject to the current restrictions. 

NOTE: only one held submission can be processed at a time. 
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Notice of Held Submission 
 
The screenshot below shows the email that is automatically sent to the web user’s supervisor(s) after the user has chosen 
the Hold option from the Action Required dialog on the Checkout page. 
Note:  In the absence of a supervisor, the Notice of Held Submission will be sent to the web user. 
 

Over-Budget Holds ....................................................................... E-commerce Side 

Multiple supervisors may exist for each web 
user and since there is currently no way in 
Visual Streamline to prioritize supervisors or to 
send multiple emails, all of the addressees are 
blind CC’d on a single email. 

The body of the email contains the web user’s 
ID and name, the customer’s ID and name, the 
Web number and the hold type. 
The products making up the submission are 
not part of the email. 
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Submissions Page Revisited 
 
The screenshots below show the web user’s current budget and various over-budget submissions thus demonstrating the 
criteria that is used to determine an over-budget condition. 
 
 
 

Over-Budget Holds ....................................................................... E-commerce Side 

This callout is only here for documentation purposes as budgets 
are normally only visible from the Products Page. 
This is the budget in place for all submissions contained within 
this document.  The first column shows the budget categories, 
the other columns show the budget figure, used figure (sales in 
that category) and remaining budget. 
In the event of sales outside of a defined budget category, there 
is a row categorized as Unknown that will always appear first in 
the budget display. 
The final row represents the TOTAL of all the other rows. 
 
The ONLY figure that truly matters is the remaining budget 
in the lower right ($2,260) as it is against this figure that all 
submissions are compared in order to determine an over-
budget condition. 
 
It is also important to note that open orders do NOT reduce the 
remaining budget figure. 

Here’s a submission (991) for $2,270 of non-budgeted items 
(21550-01, neither an even nor an odd HS-ITEM). 
However, it exceeds the budget remaining and will therefore be 
considered over-budget.  

Here’s a submission (990) for $2,520 of one of the categories of 
budgeted items. 
However, it exceeds the budget remaining and will therefore be 
considered over-budget.  

Here’s a submission (989) for $2,560 of the other category of 
budgeted items. 
However, it exceeds the budget remaining and will therefore be 
considered over-budget.  
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Over Spend Limits Hold ........................................................... Visual Streamline Side 
Web User Accounts 
 
A web user STEVE linked to customer SMW (as shown in the screenshot below) was set up restricted to the following: 
� a monthly budget; 
� a pre-determined product list; 
� items to which contract pricing applies. 
 
 

If a web user’s quotes or orders are 
to be restricted to items under 
contract pricing or items from pre-
determined product lists, one of both 
of the checkboxes shown on the right 
must be on. 

If a web user’s quotes or orders are to be constrained by a budget, then the 
user must have access to the Budgets functionality and must be linked to a 
valid budget code with associated budget figures. 
 
NOTE: for purposes of this document we have used a budget code comprised 
of the following components: Customer, Shipto, Customer G/L Code and a 
budgeted figure of sales dollars. 
There is no restriction on the budgeted figure within E-Commerce (it could be 
sales dollars, cost, margin or units). 
There is, however, a restriction on the budget components in that the first two 
components must be Customer and Shipto. 

If a web user’s quotes or orders are 
to be held, either automatically or 
manually, in E-Commerce, the user 
must be allowed to enter quotes or 
orders. 

 
 

This page is 
intentionally 

blank 
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Over Spend Limits Hold ........................................................... Visual Streamline Side 
Web User Accounts… continued 
  

 
This page is 
intentionally 

blank 
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Over Spend Limits Hold E-Commerce Side 
Products Page 
 
The pages that follow demonstrate the process under which a submission may be held due to an over-budget condition. 
 
The screenshot below shows the shopping cart filled with products that will create an over-budget condition, just prior to 
proceeding to the checkout page. 
 
NOTE: The budget month against which orders are compared is the month in which the goods will be shipped. 
 

The shopping cart has been 
filled with quantities of even 
and odd numbered HS-
ITEM.products, such that 
the monthly budget of both 
categories is exceeded. 

The Checkout button is going to be 
pressed in order to advance to the 
next page. 

For the current ShipTo ID, the 
current monthly budget is $1500 
for even numbered HS-ITEM 
products, and $1000 for odd 
numbered HS-ITEM products. 
(see User-Defined Budgets 
earlier in this section of the 
document) 

Web user STEVE (see Web User Accounts on the 
previous page ) has logged into E-Commerce. 
This web user is constrained by monthly budgets, 
restricted to contract items and to product lists. 

 
 

This page is 
intentionally 

blank 
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Over Spend Limits Hold ................................................................... E-Commerce Side 
Checkout Page 
 
The screenshot below shows the Checkout page after the user has chosen to either Submit Quote or Submit Order. 
 
 
 

The user will be presented with an Action Required dialog as shown here. 
They may opt to Return to Checkout which will close the dialog and re-
activate the Checkout page so that the web user may choose an alternate 
action (Hold for Future, Continue Shopping or Clear Shopping Cart. 
 
Pressing the Hold button will do the following: 
� if this order or quote was NOT initiated by processing a previously held 

submission (ie. a new order, a new quote or a reorder), then a new 
held submission will be created within E-Commerce; 

� if this order or quote was initiated by processing a previously held 
submission,  then the held submission will be updated with any 
changes within E-Commerce; 

� the user will then be returned to the page from which the order or 
quote initiated (either the Products or the Submissions page) with any 
filter settings preserved. 

The user has chosen to submit the shopping cart 
that contains items that will create an over-budget 
condition. 
It doesn’t matter whether they select Submit Quote 
or Submit Order. 

 
 

This page is 
intentionally 

blank 
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Over Spend Limits Hold ................................................................... E-Commerce Side 
Submissions Page 
 
The screenshot below shows the held submission that was created after the user chose the Hold option from the Action 
Required dialog on the Checkout page. 
 
 
 

This is the over-budget held submission (shown here 
after the Show Details chevron has been pressed). 
E-Commerce automatically assigns a web number 
(987 in this example) to the held submission. 
The information displayed here is determined by the 
web user’s page display settings for Held 
Submissions (Header) and Held Submissions (Detail). 

In order to view the held submissions, the Show Type 
filter must be set to Held Submissions. 
 
As with all other Show Type filter settings, the Held 
Submissions settings will honour the current ShipTo ID. 

Held submissions have a Process and a Delete option that behave as 
follows: 
� the Delete option will remove the submission entirely; 
� the Process option will put all the originally submitted items and 

quantities in the shopping cart, launch the Products page, with 
the Show Products filter set to Shopping Cart, so that the user 
can add, replace or remove items, and then checkout again 
subject to the current restrictions. 

NOTE: only one held submission can be processed at a time. 

 
 

This page is 
intentionally 

blank 
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Over Spend Limits Hold ................................................................... E-Commerce Side 
Notice of Held Submission 
 
The screenshot below shows the email that is automatically sent to the web user’s supervisor(s) after the user has chosen 
the Hold option from the Action Required dialog on the Checkout page. 
Note:  In the absence of a supervisor, the Notice of Held Submission will be sent to the web user. 
 

Multiple supervisors may exist for each web 
user and since there is currently no way in 
Visual Streamline to prioritize supervisors or to 
send multiple emails, all of the addressees are 
blind CC’d on a single email. 

The body of the email contains the web user’s 
ID and name, the customer’s ID and name, the 
Web number and the hold type. 
The products making up the submission are 
not part of the email. 

 
 

This page is 
intentionally 

blank 
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Over Spend Limits Hold ................................................................... E-Commerce Side 
Submissions Page Revisited 
 
The screenshots below show the web user’s current budget and various over-budget submissions thus demonstrating the 
criteria that is used to determine an over-budget condition. 
 
 
 

This callout is only here for documentation purposes as budgets 
are normally only visible from the Products Page. 
This is the budget in place for all submissions contained within 
this document.  The first column shows the budget categories, 
the other columns show the budget figure, used figure (sales in 
that category) and remaining budget. 
In the event of sales outside of a defined budget category, there 
is a row categorized as Unknown that will always appear first in 
the budget display. 
The final row represents the TOTAL of all the other rows. 
 
The ONLY figure that truly matters is the remaining budget 
in the lower right ($2,260) as it is against this figure that all 
submissions are compared in order to determine an over-
budget condition. 
 
It is also important to note that open orders do NOT reduce the 
remaining budget figure. 

Here’s a submission (991) for $2,270 of non-budgeted items 
(21550-01, neither an even nor an odd HS-ITEM). 
However, it exceeds the budget remaining and will therefore be 
considered over-budget.  

Here’s a submission (990) for $2,520 of one of the categories of 
budgeted items. 
However, it exceeds the budget remaining and will therefore be 
considered over-budget.  

Here’s a submission (989) for $2,560 of the other category of 
budgeted items. 
However, it exceeds the budget remaining and will therefore be 
considered over-budget.  

 
 

This page is 
intentionally 

blank 
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Contract Pricing 
 
A contract code HS-TEST-1 was set up for customer SMW, all ShiptoIDs (as shown in the screenshot below). 
The contract only applies to items HS-ITEM-01 thru HS-ITEM-05. 
 

 

Outside of Contract Holds ................................................... Visual Streamline Side 
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Web User Accounts 
 
A web user STEVE linked to customer SMW (as shown in the screenshot below) was set up restricted to the following: 
� a monthly budget; 
� a pre-determined product list; 
� items to which contract pricing applies. 
 
 

Outside of Contract Holds ................................................... Visual Streamline Side 

If a web user’s quotes or orders are 
to be held, either automatically or 
manually, in E-Commerce, the user 
must be allowed to enter quotes or 
orders. 

If a web user’s quotes or orders are 
to be restricted to items under 
contract pricing or items from pre-
determined product lists, one of both 
of the checkboxes shown on the right 
must be on. 

If a web user’s quotes or orders are to be constrained by a budget, then the 
user must have access to the functionality and must be linked to a valid budget 
code with associated budget figures. 
 
NOTE: for purposes of this document we have used a budget code comprised 
of the following components: Customer, Shipto, Customer G/L Account and a 
budgeted figure of sales dollars. 
There is no restriction on the budgeted figure within E-Commerce (it could be 
sales dollars, cost, margin or units). 
There is, however, a restriction on the budget components in that the first two 
components must be Customer and Shipto. 
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Products Page 
 
The pages that follow demonstrate the process under which a submission may be held due to an outside of contract 
condition. 
 
The screenshot below shows the shopping cart filled with products that will create an outside of contract condition, just 
prior to proceeding to the checkout page. 
 
 

Outside of Contract Holds ........................................................... E-commerce Side 

For the current ShipTo ID, there is contract pricing in place 
for HS-ITEM-01,…, HS-ITEM-05. (see Contract Pricing 
earlier in this section of the document) 
The shopping cart has been filled with contracted items HS-
ITEM-01, …, HS-ITEM-05, but also HS-ITEM-06, so that 
there is an item that is outside of contract pricing. 
Since over-budget is the first condition that is checked, this 
submission could not exceed the remaining budget of 
$2,260. 

The Checkout button is going to be 
pressed in order to advance to the 
next page. 

Web user STEVE (see Web User Accounts on the 
previous page of this document) has logged into 
E-Commerce. 
This web user is constrained by monthly budgets, 
restricted to contract items and to product lists. 
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Checkout Page 
 
The screenshot below shows the Checkout page after the user has chosen to either Submit Quote or Submit Order. 
 

Outside of Contract Holds ........................................................... E-commerce Side 

The user has chosen to submit the shopping cart 
that contains an item that will create an outside of 
contract condition. 
It doesn’t matter whether they select Submit Quote 
or Submit Order. 

The user will be presented with an Action Required dialog as shown here. 
They may opt to Return to Checkout which will close the dialog and re-
activate the Checkout page so that the web user may choose an alternate 
action (Hold for Future, Continue Shopping or Clear Shopping Cart. 
 
Pressing the Hold button will do the following: 
� if this order or quote was NOT initiated by processing a previously held 

submission (ie. a new order, a new quote or a reorder), then a new 
held submission will be created within E-Commerce; 

� if this order or quote was initiated by processing a previously held 
submission,  then the held submission will be updated with any 
changes within E-Commerce; 

� the user will then be returned to the page from which the order or 
quote initiated (either the Products or the Submissions page) with any 
filter settings preserved. 
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Submissions Page 
 
The screenshot below shows the held submission that was created after the user chose the Hold option from the Action 
Required dialog on the Checkout page. 
 

Outside of Contract Holds ........................................................... E-commerce Side 

This is the outside of contract held submission (shown 
here after the Show Details chevron has been 
pressed). 
E-Commerce automatically assigns a web number 
(992 in this example) to the held submission. 
The information displayed here is determined by the 
web user’s page display settings for Held 
Submissions (Header) and Held Submissions (Detail). 

Held submissions have a Process and a Delete option that behave as 
follows: 
� the Delete option will remove the submission entirely; 
� the Process option will put all the originally submitted items and 

quantities in the shopping cart, launch the Products page, with 
the Show Products filter set to Shopping Cart, so that the user 
can add, replace or remove items, and then checkout again 
subject to the current restrictions. 

NOTE: only one held submission can be processed at a time. 

Note that the item(s) that caused the outside of 
contract condition (HS-ITEM-06 in this case) have 
been highlighted. 
This was not possible for an over-budget condition as 
there is no feasible way to determine which item or 
items are responsible for the over-budget condition. 

In order to view the held submissions, the Show Type 
filter must be set to Held Submissions. 
 
As with all other Show Type filter settings, the Held 
Submissions settings will honour the current ShipTo ID. 
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Notice of Held Submission 
 
The screenshot below shows the email that is automatically sent to the web user’s supervisor(s) after the user has chosen 
the Hold option from the Action Required dialog on the Checkout page. 
Note:  In the absence of a supervisor, the Notice of Held Submission will be sent to the web user. 
 

Outside of Contract Holds ........................................................... E-commerce Side 

Multiple supervisors may exist for each web 
user and since there is currently no way in 
Visual Streamline to prioritize supervisors or to 
send multiple emails, all of the addressees are 
blind CC’d on a single email. 

The body of the email contains the web user’s 
ID and name, the customer’s ID and name, the 
Web number and the hold type. 
The products making up the submission are 
not part of the email. 
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Favourites List 
 
A Products list HS-TEST-1 was set up for the odd items HS-ITEM-01, HS-ITEM-03, …, HS-ITEM-09 (as shown in the 
screenshot below) and it was linked to customer SMW, default shipto ID and the odd numbered shipto IDs. 
And, another Products list HS-TEST-2 was set up for the even items HS-ITEM-02, HS-ITEM-04, … HS-ITEM-10.  It was 
linked to customer SMW and the even numbered shipto IDs for that customer. 
 

Outside of Favourites Holds ............................................... Visual Streamline Side 
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Web User Accounts 
 
A web user STEVE linked to customer SMW (as shown in the screenshot below) was set up restricted to the following: 
� a monthly budget; 
� a pre-determined product list; 
� items to which contract pricing applies. 
 
 

Outside of Products Holds .................................................. Visual Streamline Side 

If a web user’s quotes or orders are 
to be held, either automatically or 
manually, in E-Commerce, the user 
must be allowed to enter quotes or 
orders. 

If a web user’s quotes or orders are 
to be restricted to items under 
contract pricing or items from pre-
determined product lists, one of both 
of the checkboxes shown on the right 
must be on. 

If a web user’s quotes or orders are to be constrained by a budget, then the 
user must have access to the functionality and must be linked to a valid budget 
code with associated budget figures. 
 
NOTE: for purposes of this document we have used a budget code comprised 
of the following components: Customer, Shipto, Customer G/L Account and a 
budgeted figure of sales dollars. 
There is no restriction on the budgeted figure within E-Commerce (it could be 
sales dollars, cost, margin or units). 
There is, however, a restriction on the budget components in that the first two 
components must be Customer and Shipto. 
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Products Page 
 
The pages that follow demonstrate the process under which a submission may be held due to an outside of favourites 
condition. 
 
The screenshot below shows the shopping cart filled with products that will create an outside of favourites condition, just 
prior to proceeding to the checkout page. 
 

Outside of Products Holds .......................................................... E-commerce Side 

For the current ShipTo ID, there is a favourites list HS-
TEST-1 for odd products  HS-ITEM-01, HS-ITEM-03, …, 
HS-ITEM-09. (see Favourites Lists earlier in this section) 
The shopping cart has been filled with contracted items HS-
ITEM-01, …, HS-ITEM-05, so  that the even numbered 
items are outside of favourites lists. 
Since over-budget is the first condition that is checked, this 
submission could not exceed the remaining budget of 
$2,260. 
Since, outside of contract is the second condition that is 
checked, this submission could not include items in the HS-
ITEM-06,…, HS-ITEM-10 range. 

The Checkout button is going to be 
pressed in order to advance to the 
next page. 

Web user STEVE (see Web User Accounts on the 
previous page of this document) has logged into 
E-Commerce. 
This web user is constrained by monthly budgets, 
restricted to contract items and to product lists. 
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Checkout Page 
 
The screenshot below shows the Checkout page after the user has chosen to either Submit Quote or Submit Order. 
 
 

Outside of Products Holds .......................................................... E-commerce Side 

The user has chosen to submit the shopping cart 
that contains an item that will create an outside of 
contract condition. 
It doesn’t matter whether they select Submit Quote 
or Submit Order. 

The user will be presented with an Action Required dialog as shown here. 
They may opt to Return to Checkout which will close the dialog and re-
activate the Checkout page so that the web user may choose an alternate 
action (Hold for Future, Continue Shopping or Clear Shopping Cart. 
 
Pressing the Hold button will do the following: 
� if this order or quote was NOT initiated by processing a previously held 

submission (ie. a new order, a new quote or a reorder), then a new 
held submission will be created within E-Commerce; 

� if this order or quote was initiated by processing a previously held 
submission,  then the held submission will be updated with any 
changes within E-Commerce; 

� the user will then be returned to the page from which the order or 
quote initiated (either the Products or the Submissions page) with any 
filter settings preserved. 
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Submissions Page 
 
The screenshot below shows the held submission that was created after the user chose the Hold option from the Action 
Required dialog on the Checkout page. 
 

Outside of Products Holds .......................................................... E-commerce Side 

This is the outside of favourites held submission 
(shown here after the Show Details chevron has been 
pressed). 
E-Commerce automatically assigns a web number 
(993 in this example) to the held submission. 
The information displayed here is determined by the 
web user’s page display settings for Held 
Submissions (Header) and Held Submissions (Detail). 

Held submissions have a Process and a Delete option that behave as 
follows: 
� the Delete option will remove the submission entirely; 
� the Process option will put all the originally submitted items and 

quantities in the shopping cart then launch the Products page 
(from the Master Index category, if Categorization has been 
enabled), filtered by Shopping Cart, with any Search keyword(s) 
cleared. 

NOTE: only one held submission can be processed at a time. 

Note that the item(s) that caused the outside of 
favourites condition (HS-ITEM-02 and HS-ITEM-04 in 
this case) have been highlighted. 
This was not possible for an over-budget condition as 
there is no feasible way to determine which item or 
items are responsible for the over-budget condition. 

In order to view the held submissions, the Show Type 
filter must be set to Held Submissions. 
 
As with all other Show Type filter settings, the Held 
Submissions settings will honour the current ShipTo ID. 
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Notice of Held Submission 
 
The screenshot below shows the email that is automatically sent to the web user’s supervisor(s) after the user has chosen 
the Hold option from the Action Required dialog on the Checkout page. 
Note:  In the absence of a supervisor, the Notice of Held Submission will be sent to the web user. 
 

Outside of Products Holds .......................................................... E-commerce Side 

Multiple supervisors may exist for each web 
user and since there is currently no way in 
Visual Streamline to prioritize supervisors or to 
send multiple emails, all of the addressees are 
blind CC’d on a single email. 
 

The body of the email contains the web user’s 
ID and name, the customer’s ID and name, the 
Web number and the hold type. 
The products making up the submission are 
not part of the email. 
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Products Page 
 
The pages that follow demonstrate the process under which a submission may be manually held by the web user for 
processing at a future date. 
Typically, this is done by web users that wish to place items on an order as soon as they are needed and place the order 
at the end or beginning of each month. 
The only requirement for this type of processing is that the sub-module HOF must be purchased and ON. 
 
The screenshot below shows the shopping cart filled with products, just prior to proceeding to the checkout page. 
 

Hold for Future Processing ......................................................... E-commerce Side 

This shopping cart contains items that are outside of 
contract and items that are outside of favourites list. 
If the user were to attempt to submit this shopping cart as 
either a quote or an order, they would be advised of the 
condition and presented options as described earlier in this 
document. 
However, this shopping cart is going to be held at the web 
user’s choice for processing at a future date. 

The Checkout button is going to be 
pressed in order to advance to the 
next page. 

Web user STEVE (see Web User Accounts on the 
previous page of this document) has logged into 
E-Commerce. 
This web user is constrained by monthly budgets, 
restricted to contract items and to product lists. 
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Checkout Page 
 
The screenshot below shows the Checkout page where the user is going to select Hold for Future. 
 
 

Hold for Future Processing ......................................................... E-commerce Side 

The user has chosen to hold this submission for 
future processing. 
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Submissions Page 
 
The screenshot below shows the held submission that was created after the user chose the Hold option from the Action 
Required dialog on the Checkout page. 
 
 

Hold for Future Processing ......................................................... E-commerce Side 

This is the held for future processing submission 
(shown here after the Show Details chevron has been 
pressed). 
E-Commerce automatically assigns a web number 
(996 in this example) to the held submission. 
The information displayed here is determined by the 
web user’s page display settings for Held 
Submissions (Header) and Held Submissions (Detail). 

Held submissions have a Process and a Delete option that behave as 
follows: 
� the Delete option will remove the submission entirely; 
� the Process option will put all the originally submitted items and 

quantities in the shopping cart then launch the Products page 
(from the Master Index category, if Categorization has been 
enabled), filtered by Shopping Cart, with any Search keyword(s) 
cleared. 

NOTE: only one held submission can be processed at a time. 

In order to view the held submissions, the Show Type 
filter must be set to Held Submissions. 
 
As with all other Show Type filter settings, the Held 
Submissions settings will honour the current ShipTo ID. 
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Supervisor Accounts 
 
A supervisor STEVESUP for customer SMW (as shown in the screenshot below) was set up. 
The supervisor is typically subject to the same restrictions as all other web users that have been set up for customer 
SMW.  However, while web users under supervision are most likely limited to their home shipto addresses, the supervisor 
will have access to a much broader range of shipto addresses. 
There is no limit on the number of supervisors that can be set up for a customer. 
 

Releasing a Held Submission ............................................. Visual Streamline Side 

Note the Supervisor Access flag. 

Typically, but not necessarily,  the 
supervisor will have access to all shipto 
addresses or at least a much wider 
range of shipto addresses than the web 
users under his supervision. 
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Submissions Page 
 
The pages that follow are going to demonstrate the steps necessary for a supervisor to release orders, submitted by web 
users under their supervision, that were held in E-Commerce because they were outside of restrictions. 
 
In the screenshot below, supervisor STEVESUP has accessed the Submissions page. 
The Show Type filter has been set to only show Held Submissions. 
The Held Submissions shown are for the customer and shipto shown in the banner.  While submissions that are held for 
future processing originated from ONLY web user STEVESUP, those submissions that were held because they were 
outside of restrictions may have originated from ANY web user. 
 

Releasing a Held Submission ..................................................... E-commerce Side 

The held submission indicated here is going to be released 
by the supervisor. 
 
This is an order that was submitted by web user STEVE 
(there is currently no way of identifying this within E-
Commerce). 
The information displayed here is determined by the web 
user’s page display settings for Held Submissions (Header) 
and Held Submissions (Detail). 
This particular submission was held because it created an 
over-budget condition, however, it is important to note that it 
also generates outside of favourites and outside of contract 
conditions. 

Held submissions have a Process and a Delete option that behave as 
follows: 
� the Delete option will remove the submission entirely; 
� the Process option will put all the originally submitted items and 

quantities in the shopping cart then launch the Products page 
(from the Master Index category, if Categorization has been 
enabled), filtered by Shopping Cart, with any Search keyword(s) 
cleared. 

NOTE: only one held submission can be processed at a time. 
 
In order to release this submission, the Process button will be used 
which will launch the web page shown on the following page. 

In order to release a held submission for a specific 
ShipTo ID, the supervisor must set the ShipTo ID 
appropriately, then set the Show Type filter to Held 
Submissions. 
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Products Page 
 
The screenshot below shows the web page that is launched after a supervisor chooses to Process a held submission. 
 

Releasing a Held Submission ..................................................... E-commerce Side 

For purposes of this document, the supervisor is going 
to release the held submission as entered by the 
original web user. 
It is very important to understand that there is no actual 
‘Release’ functionality.  Rather, it is a re-submission 
process, available only to web users set up as 
supervisors, whereby the web user is still advised of 
existing hold restrictions but afforded the opportunity to 
force the submission. 
 
In order to proceed, as with any submission, the 
supervisor must open the shopping cart via the 
Shopping Cart icon. 

Again, in order to proceed, as with any 
submission, the supervisor must proceed to 
the Checkout page via the Checkout button. 
 
This will launch the Checkout web page 
shown on the following page. 

If the supervisor only wants to edit the originally 
submitted order by deleting items or reducing 
quantities then the Show Products filter setting of 
Shopping Cart should suffice. 
If the supervisor needs to add alternate items then 
the Show Products filter setting and, possibly, the 
Search For settings will need to be changed. 
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Checkout Page 
 
The screenshot below shows the Checkout page after the supervisor has selected either Submit Quote or Submit Order.. 
 

Releasing a Held Submission ..................................................... E-commerce Side 

The supervisor has chosen to submit the shopping cart.  It doesn’t matter whether the user chooses 
Submit Quote or Submit Order. 
 
Remember, this shopping cart was originally submitted by a non-supervisor web user and was held as it 
created an over-budget condition.  Also remember that this shopping cart contains items that will create 
outside of favourites and outside of contract conditions. 

The supervisor will initially be presented with an Action Required dialog as shown here for 
the first hold condition that has been met.  
This is identical to the Action Required box presented to the originating web user with the 
exception of the Force Submit button. 
To release the hold and submit the items to Streamline, the supervisor must press the 
Force Submit button. 

The supervisor may opt to Return to Checkout, from any of these Action Required dialogs, which will close the 
dialog and re-activate the Checkout page so that the supervisor may choose an alternate action (Hold for Future, 
Continue Shopping or Clear Shopping Cart. 
 
 
The supervisor may also opt to press the Hold button, from any of these Action Required dialogs, which will re-
link the held submission to the original web user with any changes to items and quantities and a hold conditions 
that matches the condition of the Action Required window from which it was held. 
 
But, for purposes of this document we are going to Force Submit through each of these Action Required 
windows which should launch a Confirmation page similar to the one shown on the following page. 
 
 
NOTE: Regardless of the ultimate action taken by the Supervisor (successfully submitted, force submitted, held 

for reason or held for future), ownership of that submission remains with the originating web user 

The supervisor will be 
presented, in turn, with 
Action Required 
dialogs representing 
each subsequent hold 
condition that is met  
The supervisor must 
press the Force 
Submit button on each 
of these Action 
Required dialogs.. 
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Confirmation Page 
 
The screenshot below shows the Confirmation page after the supervisor has opted to Force Submit the previously held 
submission. 
The submission will be processed in Streamline as if it submitted normally by the originating web user. 
 

 

Releasing a Held Submission ..................................................... E-commerce Side 
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Confirmation Email 
 
The screenshot below shows the email that is automatically sent after the supervisor has opted to Force Submit the 
previously held submission. 
 

  

Releasing a Held Submission ..................................................... E-commerce Side 

This is the confirmation email that is sent to 
the web user after being released by the 
supervisor. 
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Locked Submissions 
 
In order to prevent simultaneous processing of a held submission by the originating web user and a supervisor, a 
submission is locked when it is being processed. 
The screenshot below shows the result of a supervisor attempt to process a held submission that the originating web user 
is already processing from another session. 
 
 
 

Releasing a Held Submission ..................................................... E-commerce Side 

Any attempt to process a locked held submission will present the Processing Error shown 
below.  The locked submission can only be unlocked by locking user by performing one of 
the following actions: 
� logging back in if session timed out during processing; 
� clearing the shopping cart; 
� re-submitting the shopping cart. 

Clicking the OK button will return the user to 
the submissions page with the details of the 
held submission closed. 


